COMPACT ,MINI VAN , SUV . RULES
All wire class type builds will go by the open wire rules all but the front
bumper rule .
Compact , midsize , and Minivans, and Suv type vehicles will not be able to
compete with a pointed chrysler type bumper Or home made type pointed
bumper what so ever ..
If fuel tanks are deemed safe in front of rear axles and safely plugged at
the inlets and vent may be left under these vehicles as well except for M P
show on July 12 2019.
If you move your tank and battery they must be properly secured ,with
proper clamping and zero leakes, and covered at the start of the show ,
NO EXCEPTIONS
Rules for those classes on the bumper are:
1. Any stock type bumper ,(except Chrysler pointy type) can be
mounted on these builds
2. You can but weld to the frame of the car or van or suv ,plus use the
four plate rule as above in the open wire rules ( 4x5x1/4” ) times four
3. Do not add any extra gussets to frame ,inside frame ect on outside of
bumper
4. You can use just a 4”x4”x1/4” square tubing on front with open ends
in place of a bumper.
5. There must remain the factory hole at the five inch mark or so for
inspection , if there is not a hole there we will drill at least a ½” one
for inspection purposes.
6. Or you may just weld to the factory type shocks or brackets that came
from the factory.
If you are running in a patch type open class type show you are allowed 4
4x5x1/4” plates on your pre ran type compact car this is for these type
classes only ..
OPEN WIRE PATCH RULES DO NOT APPLY HERE!!

